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Where to now, Japan?

H

aving sprung to vigorous life on the promise of Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe’s economic economic revitalization platform in late
2012 and 2013, the Nikkei stock index fell from the 16,000 to the

14,000 level in January this year, and has been stuck in a range between
14,000 and 15,000 ever since. The economy, however, is showing steady
improvement. Following on from the initial generalized surge ignited by the
Abenomics narrative, we are now seeing more of a stock-picker’s market. Investors are looking for compelling individual stories that provide a reason to
invest in speciﬁc companies. Against this backdrop, corporate Japan needs

Shingo Yoshino of ZIPANGU Japan

to communicate its strategic goals clearly and make sure its IR outreach is
up to snuff.
Over the course of its two “lost decades,” Japan was the ﬁrst developed
nation to experience a prolonged period of ultra-low interest rates. That was
in part caused by the absence of any assets worth investing in. The solution
for Japan is to better integrate with the global economy. True globalization
means the marketization of every factor of production. The countries that
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possess those factors—whether the United States with its vast amounts of
capital, emerging markets with their cheap, abundant labor forces, or com-
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modity powerhouses like Russia and the Arab nations with their natural
resources—will perform best in a globalized marketplace. What, then, is
Japan’s greatest strength in this globalized world? My answer would be its
organizational ability; its capacity to make capital, labor and resources work
together in perfect balance.
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In order to put the lost decades ﬁrmly behind them, Japanese companies also need to do some serious introspection. They too need to ﬁgure out
what their unique strengths and values are, and then get that message out to
the wider world.
Here at ZIPANGU our mission is to ﬁnd smaller Japanese companies
with an interesting story to tell and help them relay that story to an interna-
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tional audience. That is our modest way of contributing to Japan’s ongoing
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With Japanese land prices ﬁnally picking
up after decades of stagnation, Ardepro is
ideally positioned to ride the upswing.
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O

nce upon a time, back in
the days of Japan’s bubble
economy, the grounds of the
Imperial Palace in Tokyo
were reckoned to be worth more than
all the real estate in California. That,
however, was a quarter of a century ago
now. Since peaking in 1990, Japanese
land prices have fallen almost every year
thereafter. Meanwhile, it is elsewhere in
Asia that markets show all the signs of
overheating. In Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Malaysia, property prices are soaring,
driving rental yields down to a miserly 2
percent. Paradoxically, Japan’s subdued
asset values—with the ﬂipside of generous rental yields of about 5 percent—are
now attracting the interest of Asian high
net worth individuals.
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Further boosting the bull case for
Japanese real estate is the aggressive
reﬂationary policy of Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe. Statistics released this
March by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism show
that for 2013—Abe’s ﬁrst full year in
ofﬁce—commercial land prices in the
three major cities of Tokyo, Osaka and
Nagoya rose an average 1.6 percent,
with residential land rising 0.5 percent,
marking the ﬁrst uptick since 2008.
As inﬂation takes hold, land prices
should continue their ascent. The recent
designation of the Tokyo and Osaka
regions as lightly regulated Special Economic Zones (SEZs), a building boom in
the run up to the 2020 Tokyo Olympics
and the possible legalization of giant

casinos are all providing a long-term
tailwind.

A man with a plan
One company that stands poised to
beneﬁt from this conﬂuence of positive
factors is Ardepro, a Tokyo-based ﬁrm
specializing in sourcing, renovating and
selling income-yielding condominiums
to REITs and Asian high-net-worth individuals.
“We have the perfect business model
and growth strategy to take advantage
of this improving environment,” explains CEO Reishi Kubo, who unveiled
Ardepro’s new medium-term management plan at the end of April. “Firstly,
we have high yielding assets in central
Tokyo where the land price is already

Reishi Kubo

rising. Secondly, we have a clear exit
in the form of REITs or Asian high-networth individuals to sell those assets
to. Thirdly, we move exceptionally fast:
the time between our acquiring assets
and selling them on is a matter of a few
months.”
Like Japan’s Prime Minister with his
clear targets for things like inﬂation (2%)
or women in leadership positions (30%
by 2020), the goals of Kubo’s mediumterm plan are clearly spelled out: the

depro has had its share
of ups and downs over its
three decades in business. Founded in 1988,
Ardepro was originally a
small company focused
on property management, speciﬁcally of condominiums, for its ﬁrst
ﬁfteen years in business.
Over time, it began acquiring units from their

President & Chief Executive Officer

We have the perfect business model
and growth strategy to take advantage
of this improving environment.
tripling of sales from ¥10 billion this
year to ¥30 billion in July 2017, with
proﬁts rising by the same multiple from
¥1.5 billion now to ¥4.5 billion then.
The projections are bold, but Ar-

owners for renovation and resale. By the
early 2000s, when Japanese companies
started ofﬂoading property assets to pay
off non-performing loans, Ardepro had
the necessary expertise in place to buy

Medium-Term Management Plan
from fiscal year ended July 2014 to July 2017

Plan to achieve targets through aggressive fund procurement and business promotion.
(Million yen)
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up company-owned staff dormitories
and apartment buildings, redecorate
them, and sell off the individual units.
This proved a highly successful business model and in March 2004, Ardepro
listed on TSE Mothers, Japan’s market
for high-growth stocks. The ﬁrm certainly lived up to Mothers’ high-growth
billing. From ¥7.7 billion in the ﬁnancial
year ending July 2004, the ﬁrm doubled
or tripled its sales every year for the
next three years, achieving a turnover of
a whopping ¥77 billion in FY2007.
“Naturally, we hoped things would
continue in this vein, but it was not to
be,” Kubo says. With the problems in
American subprime and the failure of
Lehman Brothers in September 2008,
Japan’s property market collapsed.
Ardepro’s sales tumbled for the next
six years, falling to around ¥3 billion in
FY2013.
In fact, things got so bad that the
company became insolvent and em
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barked on alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in 2010. This three-year
process—essentially sorting out the
company’s debts without the need to
resort to litigation—ﬁnally enabled Ardepro to reach an accommodation with
its bank creditors in mid-2013.

A turning point
“July 2013 was an epoch-making date for
us,” explains Kubo. “We emerged from
insolvency and successfully retained our
Mothers listing. With the question mark
removed from over our heads, we were
able to hire strong new management
talent like Koji Hosaka, our current executive vice president, and Sojiro Mori,
an adviser due to join us this October.
Having run a listed real estate company,
Hosaka possesses enormous experience
and an extensive network. Mori held
key positions at U.S. private equity giant
Cerberus, meaning he comes to us with

expertise of the very highest level.”
The new clarity also meant that
Ardepro was able to start borrowing
again from multiple channels. The company lost no time, raising ¥490 million
from CEM Corporation, a non-bank, in
December 2013 and ¥315 million from
Shinginko Tokyo Bank in March 2014.
It also raised ¥900 million through a
private placement the same month.
“Japanese ﬁnancial institutions tend to
be very conservative,” explains Kubo.
“Frankly, we did not expect them to loan
to a company that had gone through the
ADR process. What these loans prove is
that Ardepro has regained its credibility
and trust as a company. Now we’re really
on ﬁre. We can make a serious restart.”
Securing funding has set a virtuous
circle in motion. As Kubo explains, no
intermediary bothers to bring choice
real estate to a company without the resources to table a serious offer. Now that

Business Model Features

Ardepro is known to be well ﬁnanced,
however, the people with assets are
bringing them potential deals. Case in
point: A Kansai-based bank just introduced Ardepro to a landlord client of
theirs with a ¥10 billion property portfolio he wants to dispose of.

Lessons of adversity
At the same time, Ardepro’s six years in
the wilderness were not wasted. If nothing else, the company learned through
painful experience what not to do. Having expanded throughout Japan in the
boom years, it has now sold off its stock
of buildings outside major centers and
will henceforth focus tightly on the central zones in Japan’s two largest cities,
Tokyo and Osaka. (While the country’s
population is on the decline, the headcounts of its three major cities are on the
rise—good news for rents and property
prices there.)

RENOVATION

High barriers to entry: Buying and selling properties is a complicated process requiring expertise
Property
(owner)
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complicated properties
to income- producing
properties

Various requests for
acquisition of
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buyers
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The company has also learned to do
less with more. It has gone from 450 employees in pre-ﬁnancial crisis days down
to just ten now. But by switching away
from a plethora of small transactions in
the ¥20 million to ¥100 million range
to concentrate on a smaller number of
deals in the ¥1 billion plus range, the
company generates per capita sales of
¥1 billion per person versus ¥171 million
in 2007, an almost 600 percent improvement.
This new found emphasis on efﬁciency is a key part of Ardepro’s business
model. The company prides itself on its
ability to carry out complicated transactions—from due diligence and purchase
through to renovation and sale—in an
average of just four to six months.
Two key factors explain the speed at
which Ardepro can operate. First is its
“one-stop solution” approach. With S&S,
a property management company, and
Sho Kenchiku, a building and decorating ﬁrm, as consolidated subsidiaries,
Ardepro can handle due diligence,
renovation and even post-sale property
management all in-house.
The second accelerating factor is the
tight links that the company enjoys with
REITs and high net worth individuals.
These relationships enable it to eliminate uncertainty from the process, with
Ardepro purchasing only such buildings
as match their clients’ speciﬁcations.
“We listen to what they want and get
them exactly the asset they need,” Vice
President Hosaka explains. “Our end
buyers are in place before the process
gets underway. There is zero waste or
inefﬁciency. That’s why we can move so
fast with so few people.”

But how exactly does Ardepro aim to
achieve the ambitious targets set out
in its recently published medium-term
plan? Even in a buoyant market, tripling
sales and proﬁts in three years is hardly
going to be easy.
Hosaka has a two-pronged strategy
to achieve the supercharged growth
he’s after. On the one hand he wants to
address the needs of Japan’s burgeoning
cohort of senior citizens; on the other,
he wants to broaden Ardepro’s client
base from REITs and HNW individuals
to include ordinary company employees
of the bucho (division chief) level.
“There was a recent article in the
Nikkei pointing out that people over 65
now account for 25
percent of Japan’s
total population,”
says Hosaka. “With
one person in four
a senior citizen,

it makes sense to target this market,
particularly given that the older generation has an outsize share of Japan’s total
ﬁnancial assets. Starting in the next
ﬁscal year, we want to start building
serviced residences for senior citizens.
We plan to develop this into a major line
of business.”
To target salaried employees, Ardepro is planning to build Europeanstyle apartment buildings containing
eight loft units on “spare” strips of land
by roads. As the buildings are wooden
framed rather than concrete, they can
be erected in six months, as opposed to
the standard twelve. That helps keep the
price down to the ¥100 million to ¥200
million range, the rough equivalent of
US$1 million to US$2 million. Explains
Hosaka, “That
price point is well
within the reach of
the higher echelon
salaryman. This
product should give

Koji Hosaka
Executive Vice President

Shojiro Ogisaka
Corporate Executive Officer

New growth sectors

We were able to
hire strong new
management talent.
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us access to a huge new pool of potential purchasers.”
Kubo points out that the planned
loft apartments do not just guarantee
the owner a steady rental income from
the eight units, they can also help lower
individuals’ tax burden through depreciation. Ardepro will start building its
Euro-lofts in Osaka and bring the model
to Tokyo later.

Property is taxes
While most of the media focus has been
on the reﬂationary side of Abenomics,
the prime minister is as committed to
reining in Japan’s huge government debt
as to jumpstarting the economy. This
was made clear by the controversial
raising of the consumption tax from 5
percent to 8 percent on April 1 this year.
Longer term, Abe also has his sights
set on bolstering the exchequer by raising inheritance taxes. Inheritance tax is
currently levied on the estates of about
four percent of the 1.2 million Japanese
who die in any given year, but reform
of the tax code may see that double to
around eight percent. “In the central
Tokyo wards where Ardepro operates,
high land prices mean that 15 percent of
people are already paying inheritance
tax. Naturally enough, everyone wants
to do what they can within the law to
minimize their liabilities,” Kubo explains.
Erecting one of Ardepro’s Euro-lofts
on your land can help depress the land
value—and thus your tax burden—
through depreciation. This makes the
Euro-lofts a product with true crossgenerational appeal. While middle-aged
people are likely to buy them primarily
08

With one person in four a senior citizen,
targeting the older generation makes sense.
for the income they generate, older people will want to take advantage of them
more for tax minimization purposes.
For Ardepro, 2017 will mark 30 years
since the company was founded in 1988.
Achieving annual sales of ¥30 billion or
above will be the most appropriate and
gratifying way to mark this important
anniversary. It may look like a stretch

target, but Kubo is resolutely upbeat.
“Until the ﬁrst half of this current ﬁscal
year, we were completely focused on
downsizing, but now we are ready to
make a totally fresh start. We have the
right people and the right strategy in
place,” he declares. “I predict very signiﬁcant growth from our medium-term
plan.” ƃ

A proactive approach to IR
Miki Oda of IR consultancy Finantec explains how she is helping Ardepro get its
message out to the global investment community.

A

rdepro completed its business rehabilitation through the
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) process in July 2013, and

the company got approval for retaining its market listing from the
Tokyo Stock Exchange, in October 2013.
Finantec started to work with Ardepro on investor outreach
in November 2013. The company is passionate about reaching
the investment community. Ardepro registered on IR STREET,
Finantec’s bilingual IR site, on November 1, 2013 and published an
in-depth report for institutional investors and analysts on its recent
medium-term business plan a little over two weeks later. Ardepro also
made a presentation at a seminar Finantec organized for individual
investors in early December. This year, the company is planning to
reach out directly to foreign investors by making an IR tour covering

Miki Oda
Director, Finantec

Hong Kong, Taiwan and the United States.
Ardepro’s revival—and its resumption of IR activities— has
already aroused considerable interest in Japan and overseas. Some
analysts have published reports on the company’s outlook.

ARDEPRO PROFILE
Company Name: ARDEPRO Co.,Ltd.

and Ardepro plan to organize twice-yearly deep-dive seminars for

Head Office: 2F, KeioShinjuku 3 Chome Bldg., 1-24,
Shinjuku 3-Chome. Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo, 160-0022

analysts; hold one-on-one meetings with institutional investors

Established: March 1, 1988

In addition to basic IR outreach in Japanese and English, Finantec

in Japan and abroad; and participate in seminars for individual
investors in Japan.
Ardepro is committed to meeting the expectations of shareholders

Listed on: Mothers markets of Tokyo Stock
Exchange
Stock Code: 8925

who supported the company through the three-year-long ADR
process and of investors eager to see the ﬁrm’s new growth strategy

Listing: March 8, 2004

deliver results.

Fiscal year End: July 31

The Japanese real estate market is currently the focus of global

Business: Real estate revitalization business

interest. Hopes for the revitalized Ardepro—itself a specialist in real
estate revitalization—are particularly high. That is evident from the

Capital stock: 550,018,000 yen
(as of March 24, 2014)

extremely high level of access to the company’s online IR materials at
IR STREET. At Finantec we are proud to play a part in supporting

Shares issued: 233,873,050 shares
(as of March 24, 2014)

this reenergized company in what is a key sector of the economy.
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Zoning in on Opportunity
With new special economic zones, ongoing deregulation, a major IPO due this fall and the promise of the
2020 Tokyo Olympics, investors have every reason to
feel bullish about Japanese real estate.

O

n March 28 this year, the
Council on National Strategic Zones ﬁnally unveiled
the six special economic
zones (SEZs). The SEZs constitute a key
component of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s economic revitalization strategy,
or “third arrow.”
Each SEZ will see regulations gov-

erning one speciﬁc area of business
where it is a strong performer being
loosened. Greater Tokyo will focus on
attracting international companies and
Greater Kansai on developing advanced
medical technologies. In Yabu and
Niigata, two smaller country cities, the
emphasis will be on agricultural reform
and large-scale agriculture. The island

The Six Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
LOCATION
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ZONE THEME

Greater Tokyo (Tokyo, Kanagawa and Narita)

Multinational business headquarters

Greater Kansai (Osaka, Kyoto, and Hyogo prefecture)

Medical technology

Okinawa

International tourism

Yabu (city in Hyogo prefecture)

Agricultural reform

Niigata (capital of Niigata prefecture)

Large-scale agriculture

Fukuoka (capital of Fukuoka prefecture)

Employment deregulation

of Okinawa will seek to establish itself
as a destination for international tourists. Fukuoka, meanwhile, has been designated a special labor zone where rules
governing hiring, ﬁring and the setting
up of new businesses will be relaxed.
Passed in 2002, the Special Measure
for the Revitalization of Cities spurred
a wave of urban redevelopment around
Japan. Many new ofﬁce districts were
built and the competition between different areas ratcheted up a notch. The
announcement of the SEZs should now
give a further impetus to developers.
The market, however, failed to
respond with as much enthusiasm as expected. For example, Swiss investment
bank UBS noted that while it liked the
fact that the idea of setting the effective
rate of corporation tax at 20.2 percent
remained in place, the fact that none of
the other major policies discussed last
September even got a look in was a big
minus. Mizuho Securities, meanwhile,
lamented the “lack of detail” in the
zones’ geographic designation and in the
economic sectors slated for deregula-

tion, and was “disappointed” that Aiichi
prefecture was not selected as an SEZ
for roads. In the case of real estate it was
a similar story: no information was provided on the all-important loosening of
the rules controlling the ratio of a building’s ﬂoor area to the overall lot area.
In fact, the year-to-date stock market performance of Japanese real estate
developers has been another disappointment. As a group, real estate-related
stocks have fallen 23 percent. Despite
staging a couple of abortive run-ups on
either side of the SEZ announcement,
their rise tailed off and in late April they
were bumping along their lows for the
year.
One should nonetheless bear in mind
that the March SEZ announcement was
only a ﬁrst salvo. The sort of news the
market was hoping for then may well
be forthcoming at a later stage. This
time, few if any of the more complex and
controversial issues—reducing the rate
of income tax for international business people, extending the operating
hours of the Tokyo Metro, loosening the
regulations on who can manage railway
stations and airports, the privatization
of ports, and the development of large resorts including casinos—were touched
upon in the government’s statement.
It is expected that the deregulation
policies which did not make it into the
Japan Revitalization Strategy announced
in June 2013 will be announced, along
with supportive measures designed
to encourage the rejuvenation of businesses, in late June this year as part of
the new Growth Strategy package. This
is when providing a proper level of detail
will be genuinely crucial. An LDP Diet

Tokyo Olympics Main Stadium
member close to Abe’s inner circle assured me that Akira Amari, Minister for
National Strategy and Economic Policy,
is very likely to propose additional policies and that enthusiasm for bringing
clarity to the reduction of the effective
corporation tax rate is rising.

Real Goes Virtual

would make it possible for the realtor to
instead provide the necessary explanations by Skype and send the contract as
an e-mail attachment.
The planned reform, which is based
on an action plan drawn up in December
2013 by the government’s IT Strategic
Headquarters (chaired by Abe himself), is likely to be a part of the Growth
Strategy due to be announced this June.
Should the reforms become law, then

The news reported in late April that the
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
was exploring the
Stock price index-historical (Real Estate) Daily Chart
possibility of eliminating the restrictions on online real
estate purchases
gives an indication
of what the forthcoming reforms
might look like. In
its current form the
law obliges realtors
to explain the key
conditions of any
transaction face to
face and to issue a
contract in physical
form. Changing the
Residence and Land
Transaction Law
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the road will be open to handling
every stage of real estate transactions
online, from hunting for a property to
exchanging contracts. The scrapping of
these restrictions should act as a catalyst for ﬁrms that will directly beneﬁt
from a more liquid and dynamic real
estate market. Beneﬁciaries run the
gamut from big developers like Mitsui
Fudosan (8801), Mitsubishi Estate (8802),
and Sumitomo Realty and Development
(8830) to smaller companies running
real estate portal sites such as Next
(2120) and O-uccino (6084). The deregulation should also give a boost to the
market for renovated existing buildings.
This should be a positive for companies
like Ardepro (8925) and Sun Frontier
(8934), helping to beef up their proﬁts.
The IPO of information services
company Recruit Holdings is scheduled
for this coming September. One of the
company’s major brands is Suumo, a real
estate listings website. As interest in
Recruit’s market debut—a major market
event—rises over the next few months,
it may have a positive knock-on effect on
Mitsui Fudosan (8801)
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the overall real estate sector.

The ace up Abe’s sleeve
In February, Yoichi Masuzoe became
the governor of Tokyo. Having campaigned on a platform of making Tokyo
a world-class city, Masuzoe will play a
key role in the how the real estate and
redevelopment story plays out in the
Tokyo Metropolitan area.
At his ﬁrst press conference after becoming governor, Masuzoe made it clear
that he was a ﬁrm believer in the need
to repair Tokyo’s increasingly decrepit
expressway network in time for the 2020
Olympics. Another thing that distinguishes Masuzoe from his predecessors
is his attitude to Tama. Tama, it should
be explained, is a large region of Tokyo
that is subdivided into three zones—
west, north and south—and is home to
one-third of Tokyo’s population. Recently, however, Tama’s redevelopment from
a dormitory town to a commercial zone
is gathering pace. At the same time, in
some areas—most particularly in Tama
New Town—the population is ageing
Mitsubishi Estate (8802)

very fast. For example, it is estimated
that by 2020 Tama will have twice the
national average proportion of residents
aged seventy-ﬁve or over. This is clearly
something that Tokyo’s new governor
will have to get to grips with.
A source in the media assures me
that Masuzoe will have to come up with
policies that favor the Tama area. Why?
Because in the gubernatorial election,
Masuzoe won the backing of Toshio
Takeuchi, the Ome mayor who is also
head of the Tokyo Association of Mayors. Takeuchi and his cohort helped
Masuzoe secure key votes from the Tokyo suburbs. Now, to repay the mayors
for their support, Masuzoe will have to
come up with a robust policy that beneﬁts the Tama district, in contrast to Tokyo’s two previous governors, Inose and
Ishihara, both of whom rather neglected
it. After his victory, Masuzoe quickly
made sure that one of the four vicegovernors he appointed had a brief to
look after Tama. At present, the biggest
project in Tama is the Tama North-South
Road Plan, but what looks likely to have
Sumitomo Realty and Development (8830)

a greater impact than that is converting
Yokota Air Base, a US military airﬁeld in
the Tokyo suburbs, to civil-military dual
use.
The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism reckons
that demand will exceed capacity at both
Narita and Haneda airports by 2022. As
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics are likely to
lead to a temporary surge in inbound
tourist numbers, there is concern that
the two current airports may ﬁnd themselves unable to cope even before then.
Some experts reckon that the simplest
way to solve the capacity problem is to
implement dual use at Yokota, using the
Olympics as a lever to secure concessions from the U.S. military. Clearly, if
Yokota can be converted to a civil airport, it would attract a lot of investment
to the Tama area, stimulating real estate
development along with the general
economy.

Tama New Town
Down in Okinawa, the proposed relocation of the Futenma Marine Corps Air
Station is highly controversial. It seems
unlikely that the preparations for moving
the base to Nago are going to start any
time soon. Deadlock will prevail at least
until November, after the election for
prefectural governor of Okinawa. Once
the Futenma issue has been addressed,
there is every chance that the Yokota
issue will also come into sharper focus.
I believe that Yokota is a winning card
which the Abe government is currently
keeping very close to its chest.

Institutional investors muscle in

Yokota Air Base

Alert to the potential of real estate development in the run-up to the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics, overseas institutional investors are eagerly building stakes in ﬁrms
with land holdings in the Tokyo metropolitan area. In Japan, the Large Shareholding Report (colloquially known as
the 5 percent rule) obliges any investor
who holds over 5 percent of the issued
shares of a company to report their holdings. Thanks to this 5 percent rule, we
know that U.K.-based Aberdeen Asset
Management is an enthusiastic buyer of
the stock of Showa Aircraft (7404), a company which owns a former airﬁeld, now
a large swathe of prime real estate, just a
couple of train stops from the Yokota Air

Base.
Blackrock, the world’s biggest asset
manager which oversees around US $4.3
trillion worth of investments, is building substantial holdings in Tohto Suisan
(8038), a wholesale ﬁsh market operator
with large tracts of land in the Tokyo
Bay area, as well as West Japan Railway
Company (9021) whose business base
stretches from Kansai Airport to Osaka
and Kyoto.
JP Morgan has also started buying
shares in Showa Holdings Co. (5805).
Although the company has no land
holdings, Showa Holdings is seen as
likely candidate to get the job of burying
unsightly electric cables in the run-up to
the Olympics as Japan tries to become a
more attractive place for tourists. This
sort of stake building in real estate-related companies can only gain momentum
in future.
With the whole Abenomics package—the Bank of Japan’s quantitative
and qualitative easing, the end of deﬂation, the growth strategy and the establishment of special economic zones—
plus big events like Recruit Holdings’
IPO this fall and the Tokyo Olympics
and Paralympics in 2020, it’s no wonder
that investors are getting seriously interested in Japanese real estate-related
shares. ƃ
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Focus on Companies
with High Appeal for
Investors
New index:
JPX-Nikkei Index 400
JPX-Nikkei Index 400 (JPXNikkei 400), a new stock index
developed jointly by the Japan
Exchange Group, Inc. (JPX)
and Nikkei Inc., is attracting
growing interest among overseas institutional investors.
Here, Mr. Moriyuki Iwanaga,
Senior Executive Ofﬁcer of
JPX, provides some insight
about the objectives of the
new index and its features.
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T

he JPX-Nikkei 400 was an-

“companies that understand investors,” and

directors, adoption of International Financial

nounced in November 2013, and

“companies that meet qualitative criteria

Reporting Standards (IFRS), and disclosure

launched in January 2014. We ﬁrst

required under global investment stan-

of ﬁnancial results in English.) The top 400

dards.”

companies were selected to form the index.

was in a state of prolonged weakness,

Three performance indicators

we decided on three indicators to identify

with daily trading volume of less than ¥1

In constructing the index, ﬁrst we screened

“companies with high appeal for investors”:

trillion. At the time, the TOPIX index, cal-

the market to determine which companies

(1) average ROE over past three years, (2)

culated and disclosed by the Tokyo Stock

meet certain investment eligibility criteria. cumulative operating income over past three

Exchange (TSE), was hardly moving at all.

For example, we discarded companies

years, and (3) aggregate market value. Our

This prompted ﬁnancial authorities and rel-

that (1) have been listed for less than three

choice of ROE reﬂects our emphasis on cap-

evant people in JPX to question whether or

years, (2) have liabilities in excess of as-

ital efﬁciency, and we decided to use a three-

not there was a problem with TOPIX, and

sets and/or losses over the past three years,

year average to arrive at ﬁgures that are not

provided the opportunity to create a new

and (3) have been penalized under listing

temporary. The second criterion, operating

index.

rules. Then we selected the top 1,000 com-

income, mirrors the proﬁts of a company’s

decided to create a new index in the summer of 2012. At that time, the share market

With respect to quantitative criteria,

TOPIX is a weighted index based on

panies in terms of ag-

the aggregate market value of all compa-

gregate market value

nies listed on the First Section of the TSE.

and trading volume,

It has a long history dating back to 1969,

and gave each one a

and is used as the benchmark in more than

score based on three

90% of cases. The problem is that it only

quantitative indicators

covers mature companies listed on the

(including ROE). The

TSE’s First Section. Because TOPIX is the

top company received

dominant benchmark, investment funds do

1,000 points, and the

not ﬂow to younger companies, which is an

bottom one (ranked

obstacle to market metabolism, we felt.

1,000th) received one

Based on our awareness of the prob-

point. Each company

lem, we sought to create an index of “good

was then allotted ad-

companies” irrespective of First Section or

ditional points based

Second Section TSE listings. Our goal was

on three qualitative

to create an index
covering attractive
Japanese stocks

New index consisting of
“good companies”

with worldwide
appeal. When I say “good companies,”

criteria, then given

I’m referring to “companies with high ap-

a total number of

peal for investors.” We selected four key

points. (The three

criteria: “companies committed to effective

qualitative criteria

use of capital,” “companies committed to

were: appointment

sustained improvement in corporate value,”

of multiple outside

Moriyuki Iwanaga
Iwanaga
Officer
SeniorMoriyuki
Executive
Senior
of JPX
CFO Executive
& ClearingOfficer
/ Settlement
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JPX-Nikkei Index 400

core business and is an important ﬁnan-

reshuffling may impact portfolio manage-

design of the index has been generally

cial indicator for protecting ROE. Finally,

ment costs for institutional investors. To

favorable. Being responsible for opening

we could not exclude aggregate market

address the problem, the index is subject to

up the market, JPX has received positive

value, because institutional investors place

a buffer rule whereby stocks selected in the

feedback about its decision to create an

high priority on this indicator, and we want

previous year are given priority for succes-

index with a strong ROE focus, and many

such investors to use our new index as a

sive selection. Specifically, as long as the

observers expect the new index to moti-

benchmark. After applying the three quan-

ﬁnal score ranks a company in 440th place

vate Japanese companies to place more

titative criteria, with weightings of 40%,

or higher, it will remain in the index for

emphasis on ROE. Overseas investors are

40%, and 20%, respectively, we arrived at

another year.

particularly supportive of the index. To cite

a total score for each company.

Another feature of the new index is that

an example, one overseas investor recently

the market capitalization of any individual

wrote the following note to the CFO of

stock is limited to 1.5% of the aggregate

a company that was not included in the

We are working hard to ensure the effective

market value of the index. Even companies

index: “Why do you think your company

and practical application of the JPX-Nikkei

with an extremely high aggregate market

was not selected? How do you plan to earn

400. As stated above, the index consists

value can be excluded from the index or

selection in the future?”

only of companies with a certain level of

be subject to reshuffling if their financial

A number of products have been for-

market liquidity based on screening. This

results change signiﬁcantly. The reason for

mulated based on the index, including

is because it would be difficult to include

implementing the 1.5% cap is to limit the

12 open-end investment trusts and four

illiquid stocks in an investment portfolio.

impact of such an event.

exchange-traded funds (ETFs). Moreover,

Practical application efforts

The base date for selection of JPXNikkei 400 stocks is the last trading in June
of each year. We select stocks based on

Strong support from overseas
investors

some major trust banks are already building portfolio management systems related
to the index to handle their pension assets.

data of that day, then reshufﬂe the index on

Nearly six months have passed since the

We are conﬁdent that the JPX-Nikkei 400

the last trading day in August. One prob-

JPX-Nikkei 400 was first announced in

will continue to gain the attention of inves-

lem with this approach is that a dramatic

November 2013, and the response to the

tors around the world. ƃ

Information Service Team (from left to right)
Daisuke Tanaka, Moriyuki Iwanaga, Seiji Sugiura, Hideki Ochi
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Heard the word on the street?
An online investor relations hub, IR STREET offerss
one-stop access to the quarterly results, presentations,,
video interviews and news releases of 100 plus Japanesee
SMEs committed to enhancing shareholder value.
Have you heard the word? Streetwise investors usee
IR STREET.

irstreet.com/en/
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